A Look Back...

A Look Ahead...

Unifying Question: How does identifying similarities and differences, or patterns help you understand how ideas are related?

A Look Back...

Last week in...

Reading
We read fiction books and talked about the parts of a story, focusing on the problem and solution as well as the characters. We described how the characters acted and behaved.

Writing
We talked about complete sentences and what a complete sentence needs to have. We practiced writing complete sentences. We began writing about our summer vacation. We began with talking and drawing first before doing any writing.

Math
We used place value blocks to represent numbers. We started identifying numbers that were one more/less and 10 more/less than a number.

Science and Social Studies
We talked about how we can show the Wayside Way. We talked about responsibilities and rules we have at both home and school.

A Look Ahead...

Important Dates to Remember

Friday, September 30th—Early Release, 1:20pm

Reading
Writing Journal homework will begin this week. Word Work Journals/homework will begin in early to mid October.

Math
Math homework will begin this week. Math homework will be given on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It will be due the following day (Wednesdays and Fridays).

Grade Level News
The first grade team would like to welcome Ms. Powers to Wayside! All the first grade teachers are looking forward to a wonderful year with their classes!